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The paper deals with continuous time Markov decision processes on a fairly general 
state space. The economic criterion is the long-rur: average return. A set of conditions 
is shown to be sufficient for a constant g to be optimal averape return and a stationary 
policy T* to be optimal. This condition is shown to be satisfied undler appropriate sssump- 
tions on the optimal discounted return function. A policy imptovement algorithm is pro. 
posed and its convergence to an optimal policy is proved. 
optimal average return function 
e study continuous time Markov decision processes on a general 
spxe. Such a decision process can be: described as follows. 
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choosing actions. That is, given the lhis Iresent state Xt at 
time t, 7c prescribes an Pction a, to be policy z- and the 
initial state x we define the ecsn ic effectiveness by the long YU~ 
tzge return. policy maximizing s average return is called opth 
seek to find the conditions under which an optimal policy exists. We also 
seek to characterize an optimal policy, if one exists. 
uch of the earlier w n this area was done by Black.well [ 1 ] , 
man [3], Taylor [ 201 an ass [ 17’). They, however, rest:ricted them- 
selves to the discrete time-parameter case. 
Miller [ 14,151 first considered MIarkov decision prolcesses with con- 
tinuous time parameter. He restricted attention to the finite state space 
case. Later Kakumanu [ lo] extendled his results to the case of a coun- 
table state spats. arkov decision processes with continuous time parsm- 
eter and arbitrary ate space have not been studied in their generality. 
Special cases have been studied by various authors. The most extensively 
studied are the controlled diffusion processes. An account of the con- 
trolled diffusion processes on a compact interval using the average return 
c.riterion may be found in Mandl [ 111. The methods used for the con- 
trolled diffusion processes rely on the properties of the second-order dif- 
fere:qtial operator and cannot easily be extended to more general t3ro- 4% 
cesses. 
In this paper we deal with continuous-time Markov decision processes 
on a fairly general state space. No assumptions are made about the speci- 
fic nature of the controlled process. Our approach is similar in spirit to 
that of Kakumanu [ lo]. The paper assumes many results available for 
cant inuous-time arkov decision prccesses with discounted return crite- 
rion. They may be found in Doshi [4]. The results obtained here include 
as special cases thos btained by Miller [ 1 S] and Kakumanu [ lo] for 
the jump processes. ith appropriate modifications due to boundary con- 
ditions they will also include the results obtained for controlled diffusion 
ut the control problem described above in the formal 
useful apparatus connecting a 
unbounded reward 
Let Z be a complete 
72 and the Bor 
probability space. 
cess on Z with 
t 2 0, let J+ be the a-algebra gen . 
2.1. The tmnsitio 
defined by (see [ 5, Definition 2. I J ) 
P(z;t, lr)=P,(Z,Er}) 2 
It satisfies the following properties: 
(0 P(z; t, is a probability measure on 
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or each ,t 2 0 we define an operator Tt : B(Z) + B(Z) 
fc ) z es. mm 
z 
he family { Tt: 0) is a contraction semigroup of bounded linear 
_fnkin [ 5) gives some important properties of this 
ee [4, Appendix I] .1) 
3. Let (ji : n > 1) be a sequence in B(2). We say that fn 
c verges t B(Z) -in a weak sense if: 
(i) limpl,, f,(z) =,f(z) for each z E 2, 
i) (11 f II : n 2 1) is a bounded sequence. - E 
Ifji converges to f in a weak sense we write w limn,, .fn = f. 
be a subset of B(Z) such that for f E B,, w lim, JO Tt f = f: 
he weak infinitesimal operator .A of a contraction serni- 
group (T,: t 2 lo} is defined by 
Af = w lim (Ttf-f),b 
tro 
3, such that the li ight-hand side exists and bleltzfigs 
et Q (A) denote the set of such functions. 
in [ 51 gives some importan properties of the operator A. a’he 
ones relevant here may be found in 4, Appendix I]. 
ion on Z. That is, 1 (z) = 1 for all z E AZ’. It
efinitions 2. I, 2.2 e-homogeneous 
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(a) T/ze state space 
of a completcz separab 
and prx the o-algebra 
(b) The action space d. This is also a non-empty ore1 subset of a 
complete separable metric space. et TV and po4 denote the correspond- 
ing topology and o-algebra, respectively. 
(c) The not 9’ of decision epochs. Since the decisions are made con- 
tinuously, 57 = [ 0, f=). 
(d) The klw of motion. Corresponding to each action a E d there 
exists a weak infinitesimaI operator A,. If any time t0 action t! is 
chosen, then the stochastic belhaviour of { : t 2 0 } at time Cc0 is com- 
pletely determined by xtO and Aa. 
(e) The reward rate functiofz r. This is assumed to be a fi, X fld meas- 
urable function on X X ~4, 
(f) The set D, of air’ admissible policies. policy and its types are 
described below. 
In this paper wee restrict ourselves to (nonrandom,ized) Markou policies. 
A Markov policy T is a /3, >i &-measurable function ton [0, 00) X 35 into ..4 
such that n(t, x) is the action prescri d by T whelr state x is observed at 
time t. Let D, denote the slet of all rkov policies. A arkov polizy is 
called stationary if it is independent of time. at is, zjt, x) = nul, x) = n(x) 
for all k 2 0, x E X. 
In a given application, various reasons may further restrict the control- 
ler to a subset D, of D,. DA is called the set of admissibl 
this paper we shall assume that for eat 
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([ 0, -), 0,) X (5X, &). For any policy TT E D, the bivariate process 
is a time-homogeneous arkov process with the transi- 
n(S’x;s+t, r‘)%qT-s-t), 
) = 0 if y < 0, and 1 if y > 0. hen convenient, we shall use z 
to represent (t, x) E [ 0,~) X 5X. In this e the process ((t, xt): t 2 0 } 
resented by (2,: t > 0). Since :TT E D, induces a trme-homo- 
arkov process {Z,: t 2 0) we can associate with it a contraiz- 
tion semigroup (7’: ; t > @is ajad its weak infinitesimal operator A. R w The _ 
sets Bg and 9 (A,) have obvious meanings. 
Unless otherwise stated, the continuous-time Markov decision process 
under study is assumed to satisfy the following: 
(a) There exists a non-empty subset B, of B(Z) such that B, C fIzEDqB& 
(b) There exists a non-empty subset Q (A) of B(.Z) such that 9(A) C ’ 
sarDA WAR). 
\c) For each ?r E D, the resulting Markov process (2,; t 2 01 is con- 
servative; that is, 7’: 1 = 1 (t 2 0) and AJ = 0. 
(d) There exists an M < 00 such that 
(e) For ;lny 71 E D,, rw E B, , where m : Z + is &fin& by 
rJt, x) = r(x, nit, x)3 , t>O,xEX, 
We now define two criteria of optirnality. Let a > 0 be the discount 
rai:e. Snppose the initial state is x E 3t: and the policy v is being used. 
Then the total expected discounted return is given by 
W 
/ -Jc= 
a,n ( ) s eBaT r(7, :rr(7, 
0 
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defined by 
he optimal discoun,ted retww function Va : % + 
xE% (3.3 
V 
ition 3.2. A policy ?r* E D, is said to be ar-optimal in D, if 
,,,(xj=V~(x)forallx&~. 
¶ 
When cy = 01, the function Va n defined by (3.2) may be unbounded 
for each 7r E B,. In order to make a meaningful comparison between 
the policies in D, we define another economic criterion 
V&)=liminf (T,-‘V$;T& xEX,7TE.DA, (3.4) 
7+= 
where V&c; To) is the total return function defined by 
[ 
To 
V&c;T,)=E, j- Y’(X7,n(T,X7))dTIXO=x , 0 1 (3.5) x E 5x ) n E &7, . 
The function VT is called the infinite horizon average return for the 
policy n E II,. Fubini’s theorem justifies interchange of expectations 
arid integration in (3.5). Thus 
TO 
V*(x) = lim inf T;l s T” Y (0, x) 3j~ , 
To-- 
a lr t>o,nel* 
0 
(3.6) 
efinition 3.3. The optimal average return function V : X + is de:fined 
by 
Qx) = sup xE35, 
IVSDA, 
simply optimal in R, if 
is average return ( 
?T”(t, x) = 
dt, x) ifO< te to, to 
n’(t,x) if to < te to +Q. 
This result 
E 
zz 
9 9 
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ntegrating between 0 and To and dividing by To gtield 
Since hlr E B(X), the second term approaches 0 as To + 00. Therefore 
This proves the lemma. 0 
It should be noted that the existerce of a solution to (4.1 j is not 
guaranteed in general. But if a solution (gR, hn) exists, then E, is unique 
and h, is unique up to an additive constant. 
The following theorem was proved by Derman [ 31 in the tliscrete- 
time case. Kakumanu [ lo] attempted to extend the result to the 
continuous-time case. is proof is invalid since the inductive argument 
of Derman does not hold in the continuous-time case. 
hesre 2. Suppose Assumptions 1, 2 and 3 hold. If there exists a 
real number g and a filnction h E CD (A) such tha L 
sup (m(x)+A,h(x)}, XE %, tz0, (4.3’) 
7f EDAfWS 
v ? 
s 
?r ( 
Now suppose E > 0 is give 
policy 71, E DA n DS such that 
SSU exists a 
This can be re&uced to 
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I a solution to eq. (4.3) 
is via the return case. In the remaining 
part of this paper we will assume the following in addition to Assump- 
tions l-5. 
ny policy fl E DA n D, there exists a constant g, and a 
function h, _ c CD (A n ) satisfying (4.1), then hn E Ca (A). 
2.6 it follows that for each Q > 0 there exists a policy 
%a E D, n D, which is a-optimal in “I), . its discounted return function 
V am, = Va belongs to (D (A ) and satisfies (3.12). 
For a fixed x0 E “;Y, let ha be defined by 
Suppose there exists a squence 9t, 3-O with the foliowing properties: 
(i) {h,, : n >, 1) is a uniformly bounded, equicon tinuous family of 
functions. 
(ii) For any IT E D, C=I D,, the family [A,$,, : n Z> 1) is uniformly 
bounded and equicontinuoz. 
TIzen 
(a) there exists a constant g and a function h E (D (A) satisfying the 
funcc*ional equation (4.3), 
(b) there exists a policy r* E fi, n D, which is optimal izl D, . 
enote a stationary ar timal policy (n = 1, 2, . ..). Let 
efined by 
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} is a uniformly bounded equicontinuous famiiy af 
s is compact. 
ence by the Ascoli-Arzela theorem there exist a subsequence (an,} sf 
(an 3, a policy n* E D, n D,, a constant g and a function h : !X -+ Ii with 
the following properties: 
(i) For each x E X there exists a positive integer n, such that 
n,,(x) = n-*(x) ) n’a yl, . 
(ii) w lim h,, = h . 
n’-+ 00 
(iii) lim cr,+(x) =g , x EIX. 
n’+ca 
plies that w limnl_, I’,,, = Ye,. So from (5.1) we have 
Since A,r, is closed it follows that h E CD (An, ) and 
gl - yn* = A,,,h l 
Thus 
g = m*(x) + AJO) 
G sup (r(x,a) + Aoh( , x E X, 
nEd 
(5.2) 
and h ECD (A). 
Since R,, is cynn -optimal in D, we have from eq. (3.12) that 
%z’ ,(x)2 r(x,a) +Aahnl(x), X.E% ,a~d. (5.3) 
os!ri [4, Lemma 2 _ own that there exists a subsequence {an,, } 
of { 01,,} such that 
w lim A h = 
p$+-~ a n” 
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(5.3) and (5.4) 
is finite. So by assumption 3(b) there exists a policy n* E D, n D, 
=r,,(x)+A,,h(x), ~~31. 
.2 now implies that n’% is optima in D, . This establishlzs (b). 0 
e now investigate the conditions under which hypothesis (i) of 
Theorem 5.1 is satisfied. For xi -x0 E ST and n E D, (31 D, ) let 
F(x, x0 ) = inf (t > 0; X, = x0, XI.- # x0 I X0 = x } . 
,x0) is the time of the st visit to state x0 when the initial 
policy n is used. In the 
cu,-optimal policy, n = 1, 2, . . . . 
Mowing lemmas n, is a stal:ionary 
ma 5.2. If for some squence cy, 4 0 
such that 
here exists a constant M, < 00 
[~n(X,~~~)l G M, 3 xE% n>l, 
en (?I,: n > 1) is a uniformly bounde ,family of ftlnc tions. 
The proof is identical to that of [ 9, IO] for the countable state 
space case. Cl 
there exists a y > 0, a t, :> 0 amI a se uence a, 4 0 sucjg 
xEX, n> 1, 
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(ij {h,, : ivl 2 1 ; is a uniformly bounded J”amily of,pmctions. 
(ii j There exists a t0 > 0 such that 
IP,~(X; 7, dy, -- Pnn Cx’; T, dy)l 
converges to 0 as x9 + x, and the convergence is uniform ott 
Then {h, : n 3 1) is aw equicowltinuous family of flmctions. 
roof. By hypothesis (ij There exists M, < QO such that 
For a! > 0 we have 
h, (x j = j e- @Lt T,“” I#,$ j dr 
0 
+e - Wb TzhJx) - (1 - emat j F/cy(xo) . 
Therefore, for x,x’ E X and n 2 1 we obtain 
Ih,(xj - h,(x’jl < 1 ~e-an’[T~~nrwn(xj - Ttnrnn(x’)] dT/ . 
0 
-t le -ato lW;,nhn(x) - T;onhn(x')] 1 
U’,,,(x; 7, dy) - f&(x9; 7, WI rljl) I d7) 
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of a stritionai*y optimal policy 
The following theorem shows 
the existence of e-optimal policies under weaker conditions on this family. 
It also shows hat e-optimal policies can be obtained from ar-optimal poli- 
cies for QL small enough. The proof of the theorem is similar to the one 
used in [ 171 Ifor the discrete time case and in [ % 0, Thleorem 4.131 for 
the continuous-time countable state space case. 
teore .I I) Suppose that there exists a sequence or, $0 and a recic’ aurn- 
her May0 for each x D E % such that 
Then for any ;e > 0 there exists a stationary polky which is e-optimal. 
Also, for large n, r,, is e-optimal. 
7. 
We now describe an algorithm which generates a successively improv- 
ing sequence of stat,onary policies and investigate the conditions under 
which this sequence converges to a s ationary optimal policy. In order 
that the algorithm gives useful resuhs we assume the following: 
(a) For each n E D, n D, there exists a sequence Q, j, 0 such that 
P : n 2 % 
tioX Zere rrZ 
) is a uniformly bounded equicontinuous’fam~ily of fLnc- 
n II is defined by 
9 
e 
ass 
. 
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. The lemma follows 15 ,,m the arguments used to prove eq. (5.2) 
ir Theorem 5.1. 0 
By assumption C;(b), h, E 9 (A) for 7r E D, n D,. Also, by a.. earlier 
remark, g, is uniquely determined by eq. (4.1) and hn is unique up to 
an add,itive constant. 
The algorithm. Suppose that n1 E D, n D, is given. Starting with 71-r we 
generate a sequence (n” : n 2 1) Jn D, n D, using the following iteration: 
(a) After obtaining JP we solve eq. (4.1) to obtain gn, and hnn. For 
n 2 29 if&!,, = g,n- 19 then we terminate the algorithm and conclude that 
both I? and IF-~ are optimal. Othermwise we proceed to (b). 
(b) Let a policy nn+” be defined bv . 
nn+l K‘ = 
( J ax ’ XEX, 
where 
r(x a,) + Aaxh,,,(x) = sup (r(x,a) + A,h=n(x)) 3 x E X . (Xi!) 
aEd 
Assumption3(b) guarantees that we can choose {a, : x E cX 3 such that 
P” E D, n D,. We IIOW go back to step (i ). 
The following lemma proves that the algorithm, if terminated, gener- 
ates an optimal policy; otherwise there is .a strict improvement at every 
iteration,, 
a 7.2. If for some n 2 II, 
r 
+2+1 (x) + A,n+* h,n;:X) =r+(x) + ARnhn,(x), x E %, (7.3) 
then gnn z g,n+l 9 and both mn and n”” are optimal in D,. If eq. (7.3) 
is not satisfied for sane x0 E X, then g,n+l > 
roof. By the definition of 
f (7.3) is satisfied, then ave 
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some constant c, 
so 
8’ .?I+ 1 =r nn+l (-e + AIrn+l h,n+l 6)
=r 
*n+1 w + A-,n+1 h,$l = SUP (r(x,a) + A,$$4l (x) 1 . 
aE94 
From Theorem 4.2 it now follows that 
Also, both TP and nn+’ are optimal. 
ow suppose that for some x E X and n Zs 1, 
Lemma 2.3 in [4] implies the existence of a 6 > 0 and a r0 > 0 such 
that 
e have 
So by renewal-theoretic arguments we obtain 
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= gn” + & ,n+i [‘O* T lrncl (x,,xo)l) ( [Tnn+’ (xo,xo)l )-’ 
From [ 5, corollary to Theorem 5.11 we obtain 
,n+ 1 
‘*I (x09x0) d’ 
d7 Trn+' hnn(xo) dr 1 = 
T= na1 (x0,x()) 
- h,,(xo) I x0 =x0-: 
d 
,n+l ih,n(Xo) - h,n(Xo)l = 0 l 
Thus (7.9) reduces to 
g .n+ 1 WC nn -t 8( nn+l ho A 7’““’ ‘~:,,x~,)]) 
,n+l [Tnn+l (~0, xo)I I-’ > gfln l 
so i&n+1 > gnn l This proves the lemma. 0 
Convergence of the pocBicy improvement dgorithm From Lemma 7.2 
above we conclude that (g,n . l n 2 1 ) is a nondecreasing seq 
real numbers. Also 
lg,,J G llrll g 
SO lim,,, &,n exists. 
optimal am-rage return 
to a stationary optimal. 
e now establish that 8’ is t 
converges 
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(ii) Fkv an31 n e D, (7 D, the family (A,h,, : n 2 4 } is uniformly 
bounded and equicorztinuour. 
en the following hold: 
v 
a poling VP E D, CT Ds which is: optimal in D, apiid is 
a limit point of {srn : n 2 I 1. 
(c) Pf r’ E 13, CM, is (any subsequential limit of (n”: n 2 11, thelz IT’ 
is optimal in D, . 
or each n >, 1 we have 
8 nn = m,(x) + Annh$9 9 x cx . (7.10) 
#DS is compact. Also the hypotheses (i) and (jii) hold. So by the 
Ascoli-Arzela theorem there exist a subsequence (?m’ } of {I? : n 2 1 ), 
a policy R* E L?, C+I Ds and a func:ion h E (b (A, ) satisfying the follow 
ing: 
or each x cz fK there exists an integer n, such that I?‘(X) = n*(x) 
(ii) limnr+m g,n’ = g. 
(iii) w lirn+_~~~~ =+ E BE*. 
(iv) w limnP,_ h,nl = h E Ca (A,,). 
(v) w limnt+_ A,,nhFnn = An, h. 
On letting n + 00 along the subsequence (n’ ), (7.10) reduces to 
g=r,Jx)+A,,h(x), XEX. 
So h ~53 (A) and g = ivg*. Eq. (7.1 Ii) implies that 
g :G sup {r(x, a) + A,h(x)) , XESY. 
r!7CzH 
(7.11) 
(7.12) 
dr each ;I 3 1, let en : X -+ be defined by 
=r ,‘+1(x)+t’,n+lh,n(X)-8,~n, xEx l ?r* (7.13) 
75 
et R E D, n D,, Then from (7.14) we have 
Doshi [4, Lemma 3.71 has shown that there exists a subsequence {&’ } 
of CR”‘} such that 
w lim en,, = 0 . 
n”3 00 
Also, {h,,, } and {Anh,nt ) are uniforrnly bounded and equicontinuous 
families of functions. Therefore the subsequence {I-P”) can be chosen 
such that 
l 
og ,r+gasn”-,=. 
(ii) Glim ,,“-,_ A,hsg = A,h. 
(iii) w lirnn,,+_ en,, = 0. 
When we take the limits as IY --) QO along the subsequence {I?” }, (7.15) 
reduc:es to 
g> m(x) + A,hc.r),- x ET.. 
Since PY E .D, n D, is arbit: xy, 
ga SUP 
REDA”Ds 
Im(d + A,hW~ = sup (I-(X, a) + A,h(x)} 
aEd (7.16) 
for all x E X. From (7.12) and (7.16) we have 
g = sup {r(x,a) + Aah( = nEwDsVn(x) + AAh(x)L x E% l 
aEd 
Theorem 4.2 now implies that g = V. But g = Yfl*. So n* is optimal in 
DA’ 
Conversely, let V’ be any subsequential limit of {g” }. Then, as before, 
there exists a function h,,E Cp (A) such that 
g = Q(X) + A,,h,,(x), XEX. 
y Lemma 4. P , g = VW, = roves the theore 
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